
THE BROOK HOUSE INQUIRY 

Second Witness Statement of Callum Tulley 

I, Callum Tulley, of BBC News, New Broadcasting House, Portland Place, London, 

W1A IAA WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

1. I make this statement in response to the Rule 9 letter from the Brook House 

Inquiry dated 30 September 2021, and the supplementary questions emailed to 

the BBC on 2 and 3 November 2021, concerning 18 clips of footage that I filmed 

at Brook House Immigration Removal Centre. 

2. I set out my responses in the two documents that are exhibited to this statement, 

which are as follows: 

CT2 - an updated version of the table that accompanied the Inquiry's Rule 9 letter. 

CT3 - my responses to the Inquiry's list of 'Specific Questions'. 

3. The Rule 9 letter dated 30 September 2021 asked me to confirm if any of the 

people named on the footage in sub-titles had been incorrectly identified and if 

any of the audible speech had been incorrectly transcribed. In the available time, 

I have not been able to complete a review of all of the sub-titles for the 18 clips. 

I have instead limited my review to where the Inquiry's specific questions asked 

for details of particular sections of the footage. In those cases, I have only 

corrected the sub-titles were I identified an obvious error that I thought it 

important to correct. 

Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. I understand that 

proceedings for contempt of court may be brought against anyone who makes, or 
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causes to be made, a false statement in a document verified by a statement of truth 

without an honest belief in its truth. 

I am content for this witness statement to form part of the evidence before the Brook 

House Inquiry and to be published on the Inquiry's website. 
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